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Problem Definition: 

Ever since their creation, barcodes and quick response codes (QR codes) have been utilized by 
large companies, small businesses, and even within a personal setting. This is because they 
create a simple method to transfer information, such as hyperlinks to websites and resumes, to 
others without causing inconvenience, but due to their unattractive nature, their full and 
abounding potential is often disregarded. As a result, individuals ultimately become less inclined 
to use these pragmatic processes in a setting where it is beneficial and convenient not only for 
themselves, but also for those who desire a timely and efficient method to connect to a virtual 
domain from a physical entity. As the name suggests, the goal of this project is to create an 
aesthetically pleasing visual code using computer vision in a way that allows for the general 
creation of a numerical code. With this, it is also necessary to formulate a system which has an 
amount of permutations of a numerical code comparable to that of QR codes. This will 
ultimately allow for the formation of complex structures in which a code leading to an external 
source is able to be derived. In total, the purpose of this project is to simply refine the current 
method of transferring physical to virtual information. 

Problem Solution: 

The program will receive an image of a functioning aesthetic barcode from a camera where it 
will proceed through an algorithm to elucidate the code. This algorithm would entail the 
detection of loops with an image which would hold the main sections of the code. Within each 
loop, there would be points of specific colors in which their positions and colors would be 
converted into a numerical digit able to be used in relationship with the other loops. Each loop 
would contain a separate set of data, and these separate numbers would be consolidated in order 
to create a final number. Lastly, this number would be linked to a database containing a piece of 
information which correlates to that specific code.  

Progress to Date: 

Currently, the concept for the conversion of colors to a numerical value has been created 
pertaining to the loop-based system. The approach behind this system is to first search through 
the individual loops while tracking them each separately. Looking at one loop, there is an 
arrangement of the primary colors, black, red, green, and blue, as separate marks; each of these 
colors corresponds the first four numbers of the numbers of the Arabic numeral system, 
respectively, starting with zero. In order to broaden this code, the position of each of these pieces 
as they appear in the pattern of a Gutenberg Diagram where each of the colors corresponds to a 
digit of the loop’s final number in that order. It is important to recognize that this creates a 
number in base four as that is the total number available digits given these expansive colors. 
After this is completed for each of the separate loops, the numbers produced are then used as 
digits for the final number in base four. Note that this method can produce an infinite number of 
different outputs making it a useful method of generating a code. In regard to the interpreting of 
an image using computer vision, a theoretical model of an aesthetic barcode has been manually 
created for testing. Multiple OpenCV utilities have also been converted into usable functions in 



Haskell, the main language for this project, which has created the ability to separate channels of 
the image to be separated as to allow for the colors black, red, green, and blue to be found. The 
algorithm to find the loops is still being created, but it is underway and expected to be completed 
in the near future. Overall, main aspects of this project have been thought out, and are moving 
quickly toward their culmination.  

Expected Results: 

Following the completion of the program, a fully functional visual code is anticipated to not only 
work, but also to be able to be integrated into emblems and logos. This is also expected to work 
conveniently on mobile, hand-held devises so that it can be accessed almost everywhere which 
would make it truly useful. The creation of this software would allow for people to incorporate 
these codes into their work as is the current purpose of barcodes and QR codes in a way that 
brings forth a pure and appealing design. This, although a seemingly small facet of life, makes 
humans, as a whole, more efficient, and this is truly the objective of technology because when 
there is not a need for inconvenient, then it is best to abolish that inconvenience while it is small. 
Therefore, this project has the goal of completely removing a hindrance from a modern society 
with the hopes that it may grow to become broader in its purpose, and more absolute with its role 
within life. 
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